My War Memories, 1914-1918
along the Stochod east and north-east of Kowel. The Russians succeeded in gaining a footing in a few places on the western bank. This was not in itself of decisive importance, but it made things very difficult for Linsingen's Group, which was being taxed to the uttermost and suffering heavy losses. It compelled us to detrain our cavalry at Kowel.
Simultaneously with the attack on Kowel, Russian attacks against the 2nd Austro-Hungarian Army and the Archduke Charles* Group in Galicia met with success. The right wing of the Austro-Hungarian Army was broken through at Zaloscz ; Melior's Detachment prevented the worst, but the front was so rickety that we withdrew it to Zborow. The two new divisions placed at our disposal were put under General von Eben, commanding the ist Corps, and they just sufficed ultimately to hold the Zborow sector in severe and prolonged fighting. They had come too late to defend the Sereth sector.
When this was abandoned by the Right Wing of the 2nd Army, the Left Wing of Bothmer's Army, which had until then stood its ground, had to retreat also. South of the Dniester, at Tlumacz, the Russians had again attacked the Austro-Hungarian troops, thrown them back and taken Stanislau and Nad-worna. Here their attacks had been victorious, but in the Carpathians the German troops, under General von Conta— including the ist Infantry Division—had denied them any success.
I considered it of the highest importance that we should not suffer reverses in Galicia, in view of their effect on Rumania. But the withdrawal of General Count Bothmer's Army, notwithstanding its stout and prolonged resistance, was unavoidable in view of events south of the Dnieper.
It withdrew, keeping touch with the Austro-Hungarian Army to the Zborow-Brzeszany line behind the Zlota Lipa, and bent , its right wing in the direction of Stanislau. So, in, the middle of August the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian, Army seemed manifestly possible. The attitude of Rumania grew ever more doubtful.
From the middle of August onwards the new front, under
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